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State law has mandated seat belt use by North Carolina motorists for more than thirty years. The seat belt law has,
however, changed a bit over time. As a result, not everyone is clear on who is covered, what is required, and what the
penalties are for violations. This post covers the particulars of North Carolina’s seat belt requirements and addresses
three common areas of confusion.
1. Everyone in the car must buckle up.
G.S. 20-135.2A(a) requires that each occupant of a motor vehicle manufactured with seat belts have a seatbelt
properly fastened about his or her body when the vehicle is in forward motion on a street or highway. When it was first
enacted, G.S. 20-135.2A (1985) only required seat belt use by drivers and front seat passengers. Ten years ago, the
General Assembly amended the law to require that everyone in the vehicle, including rear seat passengers, buckle up.
A separate statute, G.S. 20-137.1, requires that drivers with passengers who are under 16 years of age have such
passengers secured in a child passenger restraint system or seat belt.
A handful of exceptions to the seat-belts-for-all-occupants requirement are listed in G.S. 20-135.2A(c).They apply to
the following persons and motor vehicles:
Drivers or occupants of noncommercial motor vehicles with medical or physical conditions that prevent seat belt
restraint;
Rural letter carriers;
Newspaper delivery persons while delivering newspapers;
Drivers and passengers who frequently stop and leave their vehicles or deliver property from their vehicles if
the vehicle’s speed between stops is 20 mph or less;
Property carrying vehicles used for agricultural purpose in intrastate commerce;
Motor vehicles that are not required to be equipped with seat belts under federal law;
Occupants of a motor home other than the driver and front seat passengers;
Persons in the custody of a law enforcement officer who are being transported in the back of a law enforcement
vehicle; and
Passengers of a residential garbage or recycling truck while the truck is operating during collection rounds.

2. A motor vehicle may not be stopped for a back-seat passenger’s failure to buckle up.
A law enforcement officer who has reasonable grounds to believe that a driver or front seat passenger does not have a
seat belt properly fastened about his or her body may stop the car to investigate. A law enforcement officer who has
reasonable grounds to believe that a rear seat occupant is not wearing a seat belt may not. That’s because G.S.
20-135.2A(d1) categorizes the failure to buckle up in the back seat as a secondary violation for which a vehicle may
not be stopped. A law enforcement officer who has lawfully stopped a vehicle for another reason and learns in the
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process of a rear seat belt violation may, of course, cite the driver for this offense. Nearly as many charges were issued
for unbuckled rear seat passengers in 2015 (12,847) as there were for unrestrained front-seat passengers (13,808).
Charges for both categories were vastly outnumbered by the 108,320 charges issued for unbuckled drivers that year.
3. You need a statute book and a calculator to figure out the penalty for front seat violations.
The monetary penalty for a seat belt violation has significantly increased since seat belt use was first mandated. Back
in 1986, a violation of the seat belt law (then, as now, an infraction) was punishable by a fine of $25. No court costs
were assessed. Today, the penalty for a front-seat occupant’s failure to wear a seat belt is $25.50 plus $153.50 in
district court costs. That’s a total of $179.
It is much simpler to calculate the costs of a rear seat violation. The penalty is a flat $10 and no costs may be
assessed.
Are statutory amendments on the horizon?
The Child Fatality Task Force, a legislative study commission, has recommended that law enforcement officers be
permitted to stop vehicles for a back seat passenger’s failure to wear a seat belt and that the fine for back seat
violations be increased to $25. The task force contends that these changes are necessary to meet occupant protection
criteria established by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration and to shore up certain federal funds. The
task force further contends that making rear seat belt requirements a primary enforcement violation will increase seat
belt usage. The group cites research findings that a greater percentage of fatal and serious injuries occur to
unrestrained rear seat occupants than to unrestrained front seat occupants. It also states an unrestrained back seat
passenger can injure a front seat passenger in a crash.
If the legislature adopts these or other changes to the seat belt laws, I’ll be sure to note them on the blog.
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